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BIOGRAPHY

Alan  Kennedy  is a specialist in supply chain dynamics who,
with his extensive cross-sector experience, is focused on
bringing best-collaboration practice to pharma-logistics. He is
the founder and Executive Director of Pharma TEAM-UP, a
non-profit initiative with the goal of fostering closer supply
chain integration and he is one of the principal architects
behind the Poseidon program, a new logistics delivery model
that has been conceived to radically transform the
transportation of pharmaceutical products by sea. This is
being achieved through the application of contemporary
supply chain best-practice and structured, multi-party
collaboration. He regularly presents on this topic and has
authored numerous papers.
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1 How can logistics & supply chain innovation support the
pharma industry?

The industry as a whole is faced with great challenges and opportunities in terms of supply
chain optimisation. In particular, pharmaceutical logistics still has a long way to go to become
"world-class". Hence, the industry must start adopting best practices from benchmarking other
sectors with closely integrated supply chains. In short, the pharmaceutical industry has to break
the silos and take bold and brave actions!  

Cold Chain is a fast-growing segment in which large investments are made as carriers and
handlers seek to add value to their offerings. For example, the introduction of the "smart" reefer
technology by Maersk and others, primarily for the perishables sector, has brought true 24/7
door-to-door freight visibility. The same applies to the vast investments made in reefer fleets,
reefer slots on ships and reefer plug-in stations at ports.
 

Another trend is modal shifts, meaning that perishable shippers are moving away from airfreight
for cost, carbon footprint and quality reasons. Of course, the controllability and visibility of sea
freight must always be balanced against speed-to-market considerations, but sea freight is the
default mode for a growing number of products.  

2 What is the most significant forthcoming trend in cold
chain logistics, rather than the industry as a whole?

3 How has Digitilization and IOT transformed Warehousing?

Technology has been instrumental, but to give an example, the advent of reliable
remote  product/environment monitoring has been a game-changer. Real-time inventory
management, space optimization as well as automation and robotics are among the other digital
innovations transforming traditional storage.

4 How has packaging evolved in the last 5 years for products
like Vaccines?

The latest generation of passive shipper containers for vaccines uses state-of-the-art phase-
change gel packs together with high-performance insulation systems such as VIPs (vacuum
insulated panel). They provide reliable protection for upwards of 120 hours. When used as part
of a refrigerated ocean freight solution, these containers provide "bullet-proof" thermal
protection, from both extreme heat and cold conditions.



5 Blockchain- pros & cons , why is it needed , benefits for
pharma players, where in Supply Chain should it be used?

Blockchain has many potential applications in pharmaceutical logistics. These applications
range from product track-and-trace to shipment aggregation, secure information exchange,
asset sharing and temperature monitoring. It is still an emergent technology and a tool which
will need universal standards before it can reach maturity. However, it is already being integrated
as a component of broader logistics systems such as the digital freight platforms from
Maersk/IBM ('Tradelens') and PSA ('Calista').

Poseidon tests have indicated that a "duplex" approach to product protection, meaning the use
of secondary passive protection, can almost eliminate temperature excursions outside the
recognized temperature bands. Despite longer transit times, ocean freight is superior to air
freight when it comes to temperature stability as well as sustainability and cost-effectiveness.

6 How do we ensure there are 0 temperature excursions in
Sea freight?

7 What are some regulatory and infrastructural challenges in
Asia?

Best practice logistics as enshrined in the GDP regulations is an essential requisite for
producing medicines that are therapeutically safe and effective at point of administration. To
this end, most countries in Asia have introduced national GDP guidelines and these are usually
based on either the EU or WHO GDP models.

8 What are some of the temperature controlled logistics
challenges in Asia?

Asia with its huge population, vast land area, uneven development and different regulatory
jurisdictions presents tremendous challenges for the safe and efficient transportation of
medicines. The problems are particularly acute when it comes to last mile logistics where it can
be very easy for some medicines to exit the regulated cold chain.

9 Why people should attend Biologistics World Asia 2020?

Biologistics World Asia 2020 attracts a wide cross-section of participants, both speakers and
delegates from right across South East Asia. In particular, the pharmaceutical companies
operating in this region are very visible at the conference and the great trading hub of Singapore
is an excellent location. At Biologistic World Asia 2020, I will be looking to learn more about the
global and regional trends affecting pharma logistics.
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